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ABSTRACT

Outmigration, coupled with disruptive change – technological and climatic, present challenges for a small town community (STC) continuity and a concomitant adaptability imperative. The thesis of this paper is that the paramount need of STC is to attract and help to maintain SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises) as the providers of jobs, and connected local economic benefits. However, urban planning faces concerns over their legitimacy, transparency, and the effects of what are perceived as (largely) politico-economic-driven and delayed planning processes. To address both needs and concerns, an original approach centred on collaborative decision-making by an eco-industrial park (EIP) stakeholder committee is explored. The connectivity of the local EIP tenants and stakeholder committee to an international EIP network enables adaptability and timely, informed STC decision making. To improve transparency and traceability in the latter, systematic, regular and scientific data gathering from its stakeholders is proposed. For this, a TRA/TPA-based research methodology is posited, and its application outlined. The discussion is based on research into urban planning, EIP and into SME management of eco-adaptation (EA), It is viewed as contributing to an important debate about urban planning processes, and to the change management needs of small towns. It has potential application to larger urban areas, and to cities. A list of recommendations for further research is provided.
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1 INTRODUCTION

‘Business development is at the heart of a small town economic development strategy that can benefit from public policy in more ways than their larger counterparts. Activities should encourage new business start-ups, sustain and expand existing businesses, and increase innovation and entrepreneurship within the community’.


The capability of making timely decisions that have the support of key local stakeholder groups and, in probability, regional and or central government support, clearly depends on supportive horizontal (at the local level), and vertical communication. Given the collaboration required for the former, urban planning must be seen and sustainability-led. This could be, following the cogent argument of Lennon and Scott [1], a green infrastructure (GI) approach, both multifunctional and integrated, which the authors remind their readers ‘seeks to understand, leverage, and value the different ecological, social and economic functions provided by natural systems to guide more efficient and sustainable land use and development
patterns as well as protect ecosystems’ (PCSD, 1999, 64). Public discourse about liveability [2], participative planning [3,4], Community-led planning (CP) [5], local co-production of neighbourhood planning) [6] and related discussion on deliberative democracy [7] reflect a prevailing localisation debate. This, in turn, contains themes regarding (local) concerns over the legitimacy, and [8–13], and over a ‘politico-economic’ model of decision-making lacking in transparency, being prone to delays, and intrinsically short-termist in looking for ‘quick gains’. The need for any organisation to adopt a *Kaizen* approach of continual improvement, as well as to innovate, in fast-changing times sits uneasily with such perceptions or realities. Is ‘public policy’ and ‘increase innovation and entrepreneurship within a community’ (as evoked in the opening quote) an oxymoron in terms of either? Urban planners are also being entreated to move their focus ‘from location and design’ to social benefits [14], which appears congruent with the viewpoint [15] that collaborative planning is needed.

If such are some of the challenges and opportunities facing urban planners, then what are the underlying principles on which SMT stakeholders are to collaborate? Decision making, which balances the ‘3 Es’ economic goals, environmental wisdom and social equity? Certainly the same authors, citing many sources on the theory of GI planning, invoke its four principles of respect-for-context, the primacy of the protection of GI assets and functions over land allocation, *connectivity* (the authors refer to spatial, scalar and institutional types of connectivity), and *multi-functionality*. The latter term refers to planners whose ‘focus (is) on value in seeking to enhance multiple eco-system services, rather than ‘addressing the provision of individual functions’ (e.g. drainage, recreation etc.). GI’s focus, they conclude, is on human well-being, and add that recent studies ‘advocate a GI planning approach as a means to ensure sustained local and regional growth (LCPR, 2010)’.

Consideration of problems in balancing human benefit with ecological protection provides an echo to an earlier reflection [16] that ‘the problem is that ‘economic and environmental mechanisms for resource distribution, neither is a respecter of persons (and that)...the difficulty for the community or individual is that neither system favours humans’). The same author takes the view that ‘The problem is that the concept of sustainable development is political rather than analytical’ – the former not being known for the transparency or traceability (principles underpinning eco-sustainability) of its decision-making. This observation is germane to ‘systematic and scientific’ data-gathering approach here proposed, and later explored in its application to STC.

The research approach to this conceptual paper has been informed in various ways. Small Town sustainability was researched from the point of view of urban development and planning. Research [17], on market towns, provided the definition of STC size – ‘a population somewhere between 2,000 and 30,000 (DETR/MAFF 2000)’ has been followed for STAC here’. Its theoretical underpinning, follows that of Lennon and Scott (see earlier), namely that ‘sustainability’ management be premised on the balancing of economic, environmental and social goals – and be, fundamentally, innovative. Viewed as critical to STC sustainability – the continued presence of a sustainable working population, and therefore local jobs – the effective management of EIP: SME tenant relationships were explored in their respective literatures. Continuity and adaptability needs were shown to provide common ground – this being shared with other co-member local stakeholder groups represented on an EIP committee. Finally, the need for transparency, traceability and relevance of decision making by the EIP stakeholder committee would be advanced, it is proposed, though a systematic and scientific approach to regular gathering and analysis of data from its members. Such would be congruent with previous reference (see above) to greater emphasis on the analytical, rather
than political processes as drivers, and, if well-managed, be seen, critically, as more worthy of local trust. There follows a summary discussion of the practical and the potential value of such analysis to STC’s adaptability and continuity.

The paper will therefore follow the order of firstly, a brief introduction to EIP, then EIP management issues, with a focus on relationships with existing and potential tenant SMEs (these being the overwhelming majority of EIP tenants). In this, continuity and adaptability needs emerge as significant drivers for both ‘sides’, in which the promotion of innovation and stakeholder-based collaborative decision-making, are seen to play a significant role. EIP tenants’ connectivity to an international EIP network (Fig 1) – including with other EIP domestically – would enable, it is argued, the rapid data and knowledge transfer needed to manage the disruptive change especially from new technologies. Such ‘knowledge links’ would be valued by EIP tenants, keeping other EIP stakeholders updated for more relevant and timely decision making. Finally, to enable collaborative decision-making which addresses issues of legitimacy and provides potential long-term benefits to the STC), a process of regular and scientifically managed data collection from stakeholder groups is envisaged. It is proposed that a Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [18] – developed into a Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) [19] approach be considered. This is articulated here in equation form – and later explained, prior concluding remarks, and a brief listing of recommendations for further research. The TRA approach to understanding behavioural intention:

$$ BI = (AB)W_1 + (SN)W_2 $$

where: $ BI = $ behavioural intention

$(AB) = $ one’s attitude toward performing the behaviour,

$ W = $ empirically derived weights

$(SN) = $ one’s subjective norm related to performing the behaviour [9] and where $ AB = $ be where $ b $ equates the belief that something is or is not (the case), and/or that by doing $ x $, $ y $ results, and where $ e $ represents (the influence of) values, e.g. as expressed in local priorities.

When developed into the theory of planned action (TPB) it can be, in its simplest form, expressed as the following mathematical function:

$$ BI = (W_1)AB[(b) + (e)] + (W_2)SN[(n) + (m)] + (W_3)PBC[(c) + (p)] $$

$ BI: $ Behavioural intention

$ AB: $ Attitude toward behaviour

$ b: $ the strength of each belief

$ e: $ the evaluation of the outcome or attribute

$ SN: $ Subjective norms

$ n: $ the strength of each normative belief

$ m: $ the motivation to comply with the referent

$ PBC: $ Perceived Behavioural Control

$ c: $ the strength of each control belief

$ p: $ the perceived power of the control factor

$ W: $ empirically derived weight/coefficient the extent that it is an accurate reflection of actual behavioural control, perceived behavioural control and, together with intention, be used to predict (actual) behaviour.

2 EIP AND THE MANAGEMENT OF EIP: SME RELATIONS

To consider a central role for EIP in STC sustainability, research was undertaken on the nature of EIP, and particular focus applied to a factor critical to EIP continuity: EIP:SME relationship management of tenant and potential tenant firms. These matters are discussed in turn, as also their common needs, with those of other local stakeholders, for continuity and adaptability needs. How the needs of all stakeholders are ascertained, these acting as collaborative co-members of an EIP-led committee is then explored, with reference to aforementioned TRA/TPB-based research processes. These, it is argued, can promote transparency and
traceability in decision-making, and, if enacted regularly, provide also a valuable long-term local community narrative, and witness of a STC’s history and cultural identity.

2.1 EIP and SME tenants

This section provides an introduction to EIP, their workings and relationship with SME in particular from a relationship management standpoint. EIP evolution can be traced back some 30 years from ‘industrial estates or industrial clusters, science parks, corporate synergy systems, and as Environmental Management Systems (EMS) [20]. The formalisation of the present EIP concept is attributed [20] to the Indigo Development at Dalhousie University in 1992, with 17 self-labelled EIP in the USA by 1996. In contrast to Indigo United States EPA Research Project definition of EIP, in a detailed study [21], EIPs are linked clearly to eco-innovation. The author from other definitions, chooses the definition the PSCD in the United States of an EIP as: “A community of businesses that cooperate with each other, and with the local community, to efficiently share resources with each other, to efficiently share resources (information, materials, water, energy, infrastructure and natural habitat) with the local community leading to economic gains, gains in environmental quality and equitable enhancement of human resources for the business and local community.’ (196)

Here, EIP is viewed as designed in such a way that ‘the way a company operates its production is taken into consideration when ensuring the park’s general maintenance activity, so that it gets to be, through the synergy of different companies, an ecosystem from the point of view of resource use, and optimal energy consumption’. (84) This ecosystem needs to be sensitively managed as EIPs are not to constrain, by regulation, the often entrepreneurial behaviour of SME tenants. It is even to create an experimentalist culture in the EIP, and one involving the local community in the design of the park’[22]. The EIPs support role for SMEs as an educator and trainer in eco-adaptation (EA-see later) is clearly stated in the same research. The main managerial tasks of an EIP include promoting innovation, as also referred to more recently [23] as a core priority in SME-relationship management.

EIP collaborating with local public government can offer tenant enterprises the opportunity for large and long-term public sector contracts (e.g. waste disposal, energy-efficient lighting etc.). Significantly, these in turn can also contribute to the continuity of firm membership within the EIP, as tenant churn needs to be managed. Reference made to EIP’s potential ‘fragility’[24] leads some authors to counsel EIP management to think beyond survival, to long-term planning and continuity [25] and to where EIP and SME’s interests clearly overlap.

This section has briefly explored EIP from a managerial perspective, with SME as potential and actual tenant enterprises. The EIP network acts as a link between regulators (central and provincial authorities) and tenant organizations – largely SME. EIPs are well-placed to take a holistic view of the EA process, and to marry central directives with local industry potential, and cultural ways. Here, EIPs can act as significant EA regional and local network hubs. As well as influencing existing, and anticipated/proposed regulations, EIP can play a significant role providing tenant firms a voice for enabling bottom-up input into these from these, as from other EIP committee members. EIP–SME collaboration can foster innovation and discussion of EA possibilities with direct benefit to the local STC, and adopt a shared perspective on the continuity and related risk management. This EIP-centred perspective is one side of a coin which explores EIP–SME relations, In the next section, the relationship is viewed from an SME managerial perspective.
2.1.1 Drivers, barriers to, and approaches to SME eco-adaptation

Discussion in this section refers to research relating to SME EA in terms of the forces promoting engagement – drivers and barriers to EA. Eco-start-ups are likely to embrace the same principles as defined earlier, which guide EIP management and goals. However other SME, for either supply-side or demand side reasons (or both), may realise they need to embrace eco-adaptation-and, it argued, might well identify benefits from EIP tenancy. Others may be managed in such a way as to not engage in EA, some reasons for which appear in this section.

Drivers

(i) Supply-side. It is widely agreed that SMEs are driven by economic goals and competitiveness, rather than by some balancing of those with social and environmental goals. That said, the overwhelming influence of bosses on SME can result in personal values-social and/or environmental influencing an offering. Some SME bosses want to ‘do good’, as well as do business. Eco-innovators fit within this category (though altruistic intentionally cannot be assumed). The authors identify a number of other drivers of SME EA: market opportunity, the influence of stakeholder groups [26], public sector organization requirements, eco-related government subsidies, regulation and taxes, industry codes of conduct and international standards, such as ISO 14001. The same researchers refer to ‘eco-advantage’, implying economic reward through EA, and also, potentially, a failure to compete in the absence of EA. Partner pressure can arise, for example, within a supply chain, when a large scale enterprise (LSE – see Interface Inc.) – ‘focal firm’ – tells suppliers to ‘go green or lose the business’ (!) Last but not least, technological advances drive eco-innovation (EI) and EA.

(ii) Demand side. These drivers of EA arise also, from evolving consumer expectations (see Lifestyle of Health and Sustainability (LOHAS) ‘green consumer segmentation’). In adaptive organizations, SME employees too can bring ‘bottom up’ influence regarding EA quickly to an SME strategy discussion. Internal EA may be promoted within an enterprise in any area where managers’ performance metrics cover environmental and social impacts. This can include application of triple bottom line auditing of performance, life cycle analysis (LCA) and other eco-metrics.

2.2 Barriers

A lack of awareness, limited access to information, to knowledge and technology, the effort of meeting regulatory requirements, a lack of skills and qualified personnel, limited access to finance, market and global supply chain access difficulties – such barriers to EA have been identified. A further barrier to EA is found when small firms are reluctant or/unable to pass their sustainability requirements upstream [27]. There may also be a mismatch between views and objectives of managers and skilled workers within firms implementing environmental design changes. A fear of creating supply chain instability in the search for new materials may also arise. Views in older studies [28] relate that small firms still have difficulty in identifying and acknowledging their environmental impact. These may still persist. So as not to be constrained from normal entrepreneurial and innovative behaviours, SMEs will need, and benefit from, an EIP management and culture which is both, flexible, and experimentalist. Local legitimacy, enhanced by collaborative EIP stakeholder committee decision-making, can enhance the perceived legitimacy of members’ – (including EIP tenants)
actions locally, while supporting shared continuity needs and adaptability goals. Finally, an SME committing itself to relocation within an EIP, or exiting from one, will want to see risk shared in part at least by the EIP, such exits impacting on the EIP’s own operation and, potentially, on its continuity. Given the various drivers and barriers to SME EA addressed, aforementioned connectivity to an international EIP information network, together with EIP management encouragement of eco-innovation, can help incentivise tenants toward continued tenancy. EIP management and tenants value such resulting continuity in their operations—one based on innovation and adaptability. An underpinning to such confidence and commitment is that collaborative EIP stakeholder committee deliberation be clearly based more on analysis of (robust research processes and) evidence than politicking and town hall oratory (!). This basis to urban planning decision making involving the systematic, regular and scientific gathering of EIP stakeholder constituency views— is outlined in a proposal in the next section.

3 STC SUSTAINABILITY- APPLYING A TRA-ASSISTED APPROACH TO COMMUNITY DECISION-MAKING

3.1 Toward a more scientific approach to researching, and to addressing, local views and concerns

Is it ever possible to accommodate the varying wishes of a multi-stakeholder- group? Some would argue not, but advances in communications’ technologies, and big data analysis have already greatly facilitated survey administration and analysis. This enables timely decision-making, and, potentially, less ‘hurriedness’ in the face of sudden challenges from disruption, technological and climatic, as much as economic. The logic must be for STC, as EIP, to embrace the research potentialities of digitalisation, so as to expedite data collection, while choosing a methodology capable of gauging, with some degree of accuracy, the feelings, as well as the beliefs, of the local population constituencies under study. Local community expectations regarding the transparency, traceability (and evidence-based needs) and legitimacy of urban planning decisions, can be addressed through more evidence-based and local collaborative decision-making.

One research approach which can be employed for the latter purpose is that underpinned by the TRA/TPB equations stated earlier. These will here be related—in their parts—to an EIP management’s research of its stakeholder constituencies’ views. Clearly, in the space available, the explanation is to be taken as indicative of the potential value, and use, of the approach. The former will also rest in an administrative regularity likely to reduce high(er) response rates. The latter may lead, for example, to the development of a longitudinal research study, which, in turn, promotes the construction of a valuable evidence-based STC narrative, historical record, and point of cultural reference in decision-making.

The TRA/TPB equations identify various influences on how a respondent intends to behave (BI)—be it in voting, or in accepting or opposing a course of action, The approach helps identify dispositions (AB: attitudes) toward specified behaviours, perceptions of what is ‘a normal’ course of action, how much a respondent feels inclined to comply with others (m), and how strongly s/he feels that by undertaking a certain behaviour (e.g. voting yes or no) they are ‘meeting the norm’ (n). Relationships (weightings: W) between these potential influences are also deducible by the measurements—e.g. via Likert scales, and ‘affect’ ratings. In addition, within the TPB model, there is also the respondent’s response (‘control belief) to an overseeing
decision-making body, and her/his perception as to the perceived power of that (controlling) planning body \( (PBC) \). In sum, a combination and interaction of attitudes, perceptions of self-action (psychological) and self-to-others (sociological) data – these, and a respondent’s relationship to those perceived as with ‘controlling power’ leads to ‘behavioural intention’. This in turn can be viewed, if not as equating with actual behaviour, as having a strong relationship to the latter.

Applying such qualities to EIP data gathering from its stakeholders, areas of belief, value and expectation overlap can be identified, as also divergences. Results, being viewed within the EIP’s ethos of balancing and making compatible economic, environmental and social goals, are also analysed as to the degree to which they accord or disaccord with stated and shared STC’s sustainability goals. Perceived Behavioural Control \( (PBC) \) information can help to diagnose, as well as identify, causes of adverse responses to external influences. Examples of these are governmental bodies, technological ‘threats’, or even from competing EIP (though eco-collaboration would appear more likely).

For urban development consultants, the provision of such data as part of a longitudinal research process, can provide a more scientific basis for understanding STC culturally, and from which to draw objective conclusions –less impeded by the prevailing and political ‘loudest voices’.

Such a longitudinal study provides also a basis for community reflection, for self-learning, and an aid to counter the selective memory not uncommonly found in town hall debate. Motivation-to-comply \( (m) \) might serve also to indicate the degree of community cohesiveness- or lack of such, on any given issue. The instance of a heavy \( W3 \) weighting (i.e. on \( PBC \)) may promote, discussion of local feelings of powerlessness-and the sources of such feelings and beliefs.

The task of STM adopting a local regular data gathering process such as premised on TRA/TPB may appear onerous, but one greatly facilitated by big data capture and processing. It can play an important role toward collaborative rationalism in urban planning decision making, offering more transparency and traceability of processes, and so potentially greater perceived legitimacy. Greater trust in planning processes, and in their local relevance (see \( e \) in the equations here), is likely. EIP committee leadership can serve to emphasize the critical contribution of innovation and jobs to STC continuity and survival (the added ‘C’ of STC in this text not being redundant, but underlining that it is people and jobs, not spatial use and aesthetics, which it views as underpinning the current argument). Finally, in this original research on the topic, the focus is about an approach to the retention of a sustainable working age population for STC continuity. This STC capacity linked to that of adaptability in times of rapid and increasingly, disruptive, change, contributes to a growing literature connecting urban planning and participative decision-making.

**Recommendations for Further Research**

1. To explore the views amongst potential members of an EIP stakeholder committee as to the proposal outlined in this research
2. To consider relationships between small towns and EIP
3. To consider how the topic might relate to ‘collaborative rationality’ and the role of planners
4. To explore the proposal in terms of the creation of a local stakeholder recorded narrative as an instrument for learning, self-reflection and improved understanding of continuity and adaptability management
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